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Table 7 contains the UBVRIz photometry for SN 1999ex,
as well as the method used to determine magnitudes. We
present here a total of 32 nights of data. The light curves are
presented in Figure 7. Clearly, the observations began well
Vol. 532 before maximum light thanks to our continuous follow-up
of the host galaxy owing to the prior discovery of the Type

Observations before 2008

ET AL.

SN 1987A (type-II peculiar)

SN 1999ex (type Ib/c)

: CTIO 0.9-m
: YALO
: other

Catchpole + 87
Hamuy + 88

Stritzinger+ 02

Fig. 7.—UBVRIz light curves of SN 1999ex. Open circles and filled
circles show photometry from the YALO and CTIO 0.91 m telescopes,
respectively. Upper limits derived from images taken on JD 2,451,480.5 are
FIG. 15.ÈBolometric light curves for 14E1 (with mixed composition), also included. The solid line through the U data is drawn to help the eye to
14E1M (mild mixing of 56Ni), and the unmixed model 14E1U. Squares are see the initial upturn.

Blinnikov+ 00

the data of Catchpole et al. (1987), and crosses are those of Hamuy et al.
(1988).
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a time sequence of original near-UV images (upper row, 1 × 1 arcmin) and difference images (lower row,
with a pre-supernova image subtracted) to emphasize the transient source. Note the drop from point 2 to
the minimum at 3 and the rise to 4, clearly visible in the GALEX images. The lack of optical data during the
UV event is due to both poor weather conditions and technical problems. Both GALEX and SNLS light
curves are available as tables in (25).

SNLS-04D2dc

SNLS-04D2d (type II, z=0.1854)
ORTS
Fig. 2. The GALEX near-UV and
A
far-UV flux against time (modified
Julian date in days). This is a
zoomed-in version of the shaded
time range of Fig. 1 and we mark
the same five data points. The
background levels are shown
before and after the supernova
(left and right panels), and the
central panels show the event
itself. The radiative precursor is
highlighted in yellow. Models for
the post-explosion expansion are
shaded in green; these models
assume an initial photospheric
radius of 500 to 1000 R◉. The
width of the green band is due to
B
the range of assumed expansion
velocities (1 to 2 × 107 m s−1).
These models assume adiabatic
free expansion of a radiationdominated plasma and black-body
emission from a well-defined photosphere. The models were only
fitted to the near-UV data but are
also consistent with the far-UV data.

UV

serendipitously associate
first is the Supernova L
(20), which studies distan
taken every 4 days at the

Schawinski+ 08

ience.sciencemag.org/ on April 10, 2017

approaches the surface does radiation diffuse far
enough ahead of the shock wave to raise the
temperature of the stellar photosphere. This phase
is sometimes referred to as “shock breakout,”
although the associated radiation is from the
“radiative precursor” of the shock, long before
the shock actually reaches the surface. This
radiative precursor raises the temperature of the
star to ~105 K before the surface expands
dramatically (8).
Shock breakouts have been inferred for a few
relatively local GRBs and x-ray flashes, which
may involve shocks traveling through dense
winds outside compact blue stars, including the
recent SN 2008D (9–14). Here, we describe the
GALEX
brightening of a red supergiant due to the theoretically predicted radiative precursor before the
supernova shock reaches the surface of the star.
Such observations provide information about the
density profile inside the progenitor star (15) and
the physics of radiative shocks, and knowledge
of the spectrum of the associated ultraviolet (UV)
flash has implications for the ionization of the
circumstellar medium (16, 17).
Although core-collapse supernovae are ex© NASA
pected to be most luminous around the time of
shock breakout, most
of this energy emerges
as
Supernova
Legacy
Survey
extreme UV or soft x-ray radiation. Hence, corecollapse supernovae are typically only discovered several days after the supernova explosion
near the peak of their optical light curve; obg. 1. (A) Composite
of
the
optical
SNLS
and
the
UV
GALEX
light
curves,
or
observed
fluxes
as
a
function
224
11 JULY 2008 VOL 321 servations
SCIENCE
www.sciencemag.org
of early light
curves are rare (18, 19).
modified Julian date. All fluxes are host galaxy subtracted and are not corrected for internal extinction. To circumvent this problem, we exploit two
http://irfu.cea.fr/en/Phocea/Vie_des_labos/Ast/ast_technique.php?id_ast=2289
he gray box indicates the time of the radiative precursor. The points highlighted by circles indicate five complementary
data sets: an optical survey to
hases
of
the
radiative
precursor
in
the
UV,
as
observed
by
GALEX.
(B)
These
five
phases
are
illustrated
by
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5

optical

KSN 2011d

SN II-P Light Curves with Kepler

5

KSN 2011d (type II, z=0.087)

Kepler

© NASA
Figure 12. Top: best fit to KSN 2011d. Blue points are the
the best fit red line is drawn. Bottom: residuals.

Rubin & Gal-Yam 16

Garnavich + 16

Flux [Arbitrary Units]

0.6
0.5

flux+0.1

0.4

ler light curve of KSN2011d focused on the time expected for shock breakout. The blue dots0.3
are individual Kepler
d symbols show 3.5-hour medians of the Kepler data. An errorbar at 1.5 days indicates the 3- uncertainty
e green line shows the best fit photospheric model light curve. The lower panel displays the
0.2 residuals between
model fit. The thick red line is a Gaussian smoothed residual light curve using a full-width at half-maxmimum
0.1 expected for shock
d red lines indicate 3 deviations of the Gaussian smoothed curve. The residual at the time
implying that the feature is unlikely to be a random fluctuation. Right: A simulated light curve created using
0.0
f the Kepler photometry and the best fit photospheric model. In addition, a Nakar & Sari (2010)
shock breakout
r an explosion energy of 2 B and radius of 490 R is compared with both the data and simulation.
0.1

where M15 is the progenitor mass in units of 15 M , R500
0.15 R , and E
is the progenitor radius in units of 500
51 is
510.10
the explosion energy in units of 10 erg. So we expect
the shock breakout in a typical RSG0.05
to peak at about
25% of visual brightness of the supernova
0.00 at maximum.
Applying the Nakar & Sari (2010) model
to KSN2011d
0.05
2.0
1.5mass1.0
(radius of 490 R , energy of 2 B and a progenitor
of
15 M ), predicts a breakout temperature of 2⇥105 K,
雄大= 0.16, meaning the
and equation 1 gives 諏訪
FSB /Fmax
Residuals

o zero flux predicts shock breakout
0.05 BJD which corresponds to the
viation from the model.
the best fit photosphere model for
ains seven Kepler photometric obhours of t0 that are 3 or more
nel in Fig. 4). To avoid bias that
iding the data into bins, we have
curve
residuals using a Gaussian
2017/9/12
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Survey programs for optical transient objects
Untargeted optical transient surveys
with wide-field cameras
from YITP lecture slide by Nozomu Tominaga

W
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A limitation of survey programs
discovery by optical telescope first
follow-up obs. by other telescopes/satellites
after the discovery
multi-messenger obs. is impossible

To conduct multi-messenger obs. of shock
breakout, we need to know
when
where
2017/9/12

}

a SN appears
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NASA

Gravitational lensing

Cosmic smiley
NASA & ESA
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Strongly lensed SNe
There have been three lensed SN observations so far
PS1-10afx (Ia; Quimby+ 2013), SN Refsdal (CC; Kelly+ 2015), iPTF16geu
(Ia; Goobar+ 2017)

SN Refsdal
four images were found at the same time
one more event had been predicted one year after the images
another image indeed appeared! (Kelly+ 2016)

2017/9/12

Figure 1. Coadded WFC3-IR F125W and F160W exposures of the MACS J1149.5+2223 galaxy-cluster ﬁeld taken with HST. The top panel shows images acquired
諏訪images雄大
in 2011 before the SN appeared in S1–S4 or SX. The middle panel displays
taken on 2015 April 20 when the four images forming the Einstein cross are close
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Time delay
image A

ΔtAB=ΔtA-ΔtB

ΔtA

source
lens galaxy

ΔtB

image B
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Image evolution: an example
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A strategy

Supernova forecast with strong lensing

3

Find a new SN

model LC from SN 1999ex

21

Does
2nd SN appear
in ~1 arcsec?

No

Yes

I-band magnitude

22
23

1

2

3

4
2
1
0
-1
-2

24
25

Calculate lens potential
and predict 3rd one

26
-40

-20

0

20

4
1

2
3

-2 -1 0 1 2
40

60

80

Day after peak magnitude of 1st image

Does 3rd SN appear?
Yes
Confirm and refine
model by frequent
observation of 3rd event
and predict 4th event
Target SBO of 4th event

No

Figure 2. An example light curve in i-band of an event with
zs = 0.87 and zl = 0.314. Light curve shape is taken from a typical Type Ib/c SN, SN1999ex. First, second, third, and fourth images correspond to thick-solid, thin-solid, thick-dashed, and thindashed lines, respectively. Time delays from the first image are
19.8 (second), 25.9 (third), and 44.6 (fourth) days. The arrow indicates the time of SBO of the fourth image, which is bright in
UV/X-ray bands for the case of a Type Ib/c SN. Horizontal grey
line indicates limiting magnitude of LSST. In the small panel, spacial positions of images are shown with a typical seeing FWHM
of LSST (0.75 arcsec). Numbers in circles present corresponding
image in LC.

F
a
b

Oguri
& Marshall (2010) only took into account the peak
e2017/9/12
3. A flowchart of the event selection. First and second
im- 雄大
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LSST is great
LSST (2022~)
8.4 m mirror, 15 s exposure, 9.6 deg2 of f.o.v., 6 bands
~24 mag of 5σ depth, 0.75 arcsec (FWHM) resolution, 5 day
cadence
will detect O(106) SNe

In LSST era, we will have number of strongly lensed SNe
~130 in 10 year observation (conservative estimate)
(mpeak<22.6 (25σ), Δθ>0.5 arcsec; Oguri & Marshall 2010)
could be ~1000, depending on criteria (Goldstein & Nugget 2017)
Ia 34%; Ib/c 31%; IIL 5%; IIP 15%; IIn 15%
~1/4 have four images
The Large Synoptic Survey Telescope
https://gallery.lsst.org/bp/#/folder/2334406/
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Key for SN forecast
Target-of-Opportunity (ToO) observation is necessary for
transient observation
After the discovery of 1st/2nd/3rd images, we have to
trigger ToO obs. to catch 4th image
A typical duration of ToO obs. is <~ 1 night for an 8m-size
telescope
Question: how precisely can we predict when and where the
4th image appears w/ 1st-2nd-3rd image information?
2017/9/12
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2

glafic
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/~oguri/glafic/

image plane (θi) source plane (βi)

glafic

• public software for strong

lensing analysis
(“parametric” mass modeling)

• adaptive grid to solve lens
equation efficiently

• support many lens potentials
• please use!

from YITP seminar slide by Masamune Oguri
Figure 1.1: Example of lens equation solving for point sources. I use square grids (thin black
諏訪 雄大
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Precision of ‘prediction’
model LC from SN 1999ex

21

I-band magnitude

1

2

3

4
2
1
0
-1
-2

24
25
26
-40

-20

0

20

in ~1 arcsec?

velocity dispersion, ellipticity,
Yes gal., source
orientation of lens
lens potential
positionCalculate
and predict 3rd one

4
1

2
3

Observables

-2 -1 0 1 2
40

60

80

Day after peak magnitude of 1st image

Data
is taken
from
mocklight
sample
by in
Oguri
& Marshall
(2010)
Figure
2. An
example
curve
i-band
of an event
with
zs = 0.87 and zl = 0.314. Light curve shape is taken from a typical Type Ib/c SN, SN1999ex. First, second, third, and fourth images correspond to thick-solid, thin-solid, thick-dashed, and thindashed lines, respectively. Time delays from the first image are
19.8 (second), 25.9 (third), and 44.6 (fourth) days. The arrow indicates the time of SBO of the fourth image, which is bright in
UV/X-ray bands for the case of a Type Ib/c SN. Horizontal grey
line indicates limiting magnitude of LSST. In the small panel, spacial positions of images are shown with a typical seeing FWHM
of LSST (0.75 arcsec). Numbers in circles present corresponding
image in LC.

Oguri & Marshall
2017/9/12

Lens modelFind
parameters
a new SN
Singular Isothermal Ellipsoid
Does
(SIE) model2nd SN
No
appear

22
23

Supernova forecast with strong lensing

(2010) only took into account the
peak雄大
諏訪

No
appear?
position Does
x3, z3rd
, flux
ratio x3,
SNSN
time delays x3, with
some error
Yes

(0.75 arcsec, 0.5, 50%, 5 days now)
Confirm and refine
model by frequent
observation of 3rd event
and predict 4th event

Result (w/ glafic)

best fit: Δt1st-4th=44.741 d
SBO of 4th event
‘answer’:Target
Δt1st-4th
=44.576 d

Error estimation needs MCMC,
which will be done next

Figure 3. A flowchart of the event selection. First and secon
ages are found by LSST and third and fourth images are obs
by other telescopes.
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Summary
Shock breakout is the first flush of supernova
Number of survey programs are running
multi-messenger obs. is required

Strongly lensed SNe are potential probes
O(100) lensed SNe will be detected by LSST (~5 years from now)
SN with 4 images is an ideal target
With conservative error, prediction is feasible (within 1 day)
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